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Release Notes MobiMed Smart v4.2.15 

Software Article Number 490210927 (Software Build No 4.2.15.0_2016.06.23.2) 

 

General improvements 

 Qualify GETAC RX10H and Windows 10 for MobiMed 4.2 (5823) 

 Add a setting for the warning message "ownerless ePR" (on/off) (6675) 

 Auditlog - Send email: Lists full name, instead of username. (6652) 

 Automatically create a default profile for the mobile broadband when upgrading from RAS to Mobile broadband 

(6203) 

 Automatically log KeepIPUp to C:\Ortivus\Log and extend the log information (6707) 

 Create ECG export registry keys and folders automatically (5021) 

 Do not warn for failed ePR loading if no ePR option is set (6767) 

 ECG export should work even if no average complexes have been calculated (3691) 

 ExceptionLogging - Add more logging when MMM crashes (6705) 

 Implement user feedback when zeroing EtCO2 (3309) 

 Improve error handling when opening an ePR is slow. (6649) 

 Improve Installation Procedure (5935) 

 It should be possible to update DBO to DBO2012 using remote update (4440) 

 Loading ePRs - file paths should be case insensitive in ePRs (6213) 

 Modify MMM to disable mobile broadband power save for Ericsson modems (6514) 

 Monitor Settings - settings exists as both system settings and MMM settings. (6622) 

 New computer platform MobiMed Smart Getac RX10H (6623) 

 PQ-time shall be exported to MUSE (3995) 

 Remove DBO Setup as it has been replaced by DBO Setup 2012 (4592) 

 Rename TeamViewer button to Remote Support, add setting for its command to run (6758) 

 

Fixes 

 Admintool eprvalidation - eprmetadata should generate ABCDE pages as time bound (6218) 

 Cannot go to the first page on guidelines (6674) 

 DBO Setup: Fix installation Error when upgrading from 4.1.7 to 4.2.15 (4625) 

 Default Epr- ABCDE is showing No Eprheaders set for data grid (6720) 

 Draw ECG complexes and waveforms in ePR report based on samples (do not use bitmap) (5782) 

 ECG - Crash when clicking patient tab after clicking ECG strip (6717) 

 ECG export: 12-lead export should not add false ECG strips in export (4177) 

 ECG export: Ambulance name always 'DB Interf' in 12-lead export (5583) 

 ECG export: should export the 10 seconds sent from the ambulance, not 5 seconds and 5 seconds of no data (5011) 
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 ECG waveform misaligned to beats at session's beginning (6728) 

 Failed to load LTV ePR in 4.2 (6220) 

 Fix cosmetic issues in triage page (4872) 

 Fix error when copying average Complex in Coronet Export (6630) 

 Login: Timing problem in Login connection when bad connection to WWAN detected first. (6740) 

 Make it possible to remove settings in system configurator if logged in sufficient credentials. (6664) 

 MetaData - ABCDE in default ePR should be added to metadata (5257) 

 MMM - Fix memory leak in ABCDE pages (Guideline reader) (6732) 

 MMM – Memory leak causes care episodes to be left in memory (6742) 

 MMM - Missing Swedish translations (6716) 

 MMM - Patient tab information should be updated when any of its fields have been changed. (4484) 

 Monitor - Text too small for error messages shown within the NIBP field (1891) 

 NavigationLog - On terminal server it uses same log filename for all processes, causing only one process to be able 

to write logs (6750) 

 NavigationLog: Thread deadlock on exit, process hang on shutdown, Terminal Server problem. (6744) 

 Predefined dateTime fields should be of datetime type (6217) 

 RealTimeWaveWpfControl - Error in log when resizing window (6698) 

 Reports - Checklists: Final score and Comment is no longer part of the print-out report. (6592) 

 Reports: ECG complex is missing in PU report after handover, but available in the report on CWS (6719) 

 SCASFT: The CFR PIN field should allow 'x' number of characters and then stop accepting more instead of 

throwing error. (6654) 

 Setting patient id with Swedish should use the validationFramework in careEpisode (6200) 

 Test replace DBO MSI with DBO2012 MSI (6198) 

 Timevalues - Old timevalues have reference to "Button_OkClick", but its return type has changed causing load fail 

(6221) 

 VitalSignsInfo: Patient with initial bradycardia still is interpreted as brady when patient has returned to normal on 

CWS (6768) 

 

Known/Existing Limitations 

 Handover between customers is not supported today and WiFi handover between different customers has been 

disabled. The side effect for this release is that it will not be possible to connect to WiFi from a PU with new version 

(>=4.2.11) to an old version (<4.2.10). Vice versa works however. (6075) 

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus internal source control, work item tracking, reporting and project management tool. 

 

Required ePR versions 

The functionality in this release requires the below ePR versions. 

 SCASFT: SCASFT_Release-4.2.15.0_16.06.23.2 

 SWASFT: SWASFT_Release-4.2.15.0_16.06.23.2 
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Compatible hardware for ambulance units 

The product is released for the following hardware platforms: 

 Getac RX10H 

 Panasonic H2 

All versions of Measuring Units M531 and 300C are supported.  

 

Release Information  

This is a commercial release on the following markets: 

 United Kingdom 

 Sweden for  new VSM customers 

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.  

Upgrade to 4.2.15 can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 


